5 easy ways for staying calm while boosting productivity
Maintaining a Zen-like calm when chaos reigns around you is one of the secrets to staying productive at work
and life. Forget caffeine – the ability to remain cool, calm, and collected is the key to boosting productivity in
the workplace.
Of course, remaining unruffled when deadlines are approaching, or bosses are demanding more of you can
be hard. But it’s worth the effort, as it’s not only good for your productivity but also your wellbeing.
Here are some easy tips for staying calm while getting more done and feeling better rather than overwhelmed.
Begin the day with a short meditation session
Ever tried a short five to ten-minute bite sized meditation session? This can help you start your day with a
clear head space and find emotional balance if you’re feeling a bit stressed. If you’ve never meditated before,
there are some wonderful free apps you can try such as ‘Headspace’, as well as guided meditation on Spotify
such as ‘Meditation Minis’.
Write a to-do list
This is somewhat clichéd technique, but it has been proven to work! A to-do list brings order into a chaotic
workday, helping you prioritise the important stuff and shelve the things that can wait until later. If you write
your list first thing in the morning, then you’ve got a clear plan for the day ahead. Even better, if you’ve got the
energy, write your list for the following day before you go home at the end of the day. And the best thing about
a to-do list? The satisfaction of ticking things off.
Get some fresh air on your breaks
To help maintain balance and calmness throughout your day, taking short walks for fresh air can work
wonders. A five-minute walk at the end of an hour of intense concentration or even during your lunch break
will help your mind and prepare you for another stretch of work.
Deep Breathing
Deep breathing is a technique used to help restore calm. It can also be useful in managing a stressful
workplace situation, too. Try this one: take five quick deep breaths, in and out, followed by a long exhalation.
Or a series of long, slow inhalations and exhalations through the nose. It’s something you can do quietly and
unobtrusively before you tackle the next thing on your to-do list.
NobleOak Life Insurance for ASMIRT members
Find out more about NobleOak’s comprehensive Life insurance and to unlock the ASMIRT member offer, visit
http://www.nobleoak.com.au/asmirt or call our Life Insurance agents on 1300 108 490 and mention ‘ASMIRT’.
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